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About This Content

The M-2000C is a multi-role, French-designed, 4th generation fighter. It was designed in the 1970s as a lightweight fighter and
in excess of 600 M-2000C aircraft have be 5d3b920ae0
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Minimum system requirements: 
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB; Free hard disk space: 60 GB; Video: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X Direc
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Got to say, RAZBAM did an excelent job on the M-2000. Handles great, sounds awesome, can carry lots of different weapons.
It is a great 4th gen fighter, however there are a few things about the aircraft that are slightly annoying. It can only carry 4 AA
missiles, two S-range, two M-range, the next is the Nav system. Instead of using modern GPS, it uses a self contained Nav
system that must be calibrated before every flight, this takes around 8 minutes to have completely accurate readings, such as
position and altitude. The final one, is the narrarator for the tutorials has a real heavy french (i think) accent. Overal however, i
think it is a really good module, and plane. I would not recomend this to beginners, and as for every module, try to wait until one
of the sales to grab it. Unless you really need to satisfy that itch.. Got to say, RAZBAM did an excelent job on the M-2000.
Handles great, sounds awesome, can carry lots of different weapons. It is a great 4th gen fighter, however there are a few things
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carry 4 AA missiles, two S-range, two M-range, the next is the Nav system. Instead of using modern GPS, it uses a self
contained Nav system that must be calibrated before every flight, this takes around 8 minutes to have completely accurate
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